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Abstract

In this thesis it is explored the world of arm rehabilitation robots. In particular

this project is specific on machines used for elbow rehabilitation for movements

like flexion and extension.

Some of the reasons of why such machines exists are: better rehabilitation out-

comes to lees workload of medical personnel.

This works also describes the state of the art of mechanisms used of elbow reha-

bilitation such as exoskeletons, which all have some specifics disadvantages such

as lack of portability. Then it describes the current research on cable driven re-

habilitation robots (CADEL), using cables solves the problems arisen with the

exoskeleton variants.

This script also gives an in depth description of the hardware used and its math-

ematical models. Then this thesis gives a theoretical description of the control

algorithms used for the project.

After the theory behind the controllers, some Simulink simulations are reported

before tacking the actual tests using the real motors. All the results are the com-

mented exploiting the data gathered during the tests.





Introduction

This works studies the robots used for elbow rehabilitation, focusing on the

flexion-extension movement cycle.

With the growing interest of using robotics, various sectors ranging from indus-

trial to domestic are experimenting with such technologies. One application which

is seeing a lot of interest is the biomedical one, in which a lot of different robotic

medical devices are researched and already used. An example of this are the co-

bots used for surgeries.

A particular approach to the medical use of robots is rehabilitation, which is a

new field of application where this type of machine could have a great impact.

This is due to the fact that often rehabilitation of joints requires a lot of repeti-

tive movements for extended periods of time. Until now, this was carried out by

physiotherapists, which requires a lot of time for each patient and with a high

number of subjects this can become unbearable.

It is also important to note that a correct use of rehabilitation tools could make

a difference between irreparable muscle damage and full joint motion recovery.

The first chapter describes the state of the art of mechanisms used of elbow

rehabilitation. The fist examples of these machines are exoskeletons, which all

have some specifics disadvantages like weight and lack of portability.

This chapter then describes the current research on cable driven rehabilitation

robots (CADEL), showing how using cables solves some problems that are no-

ticeable on the exoskeleton variants.

This chapter also confronts the different existing versions of the CADEL showing

their performances and how the research advanced.

Chapter two explains the hardware choices for this robot. It describes in depth



all the major robots components and the sensors used for performance measure-

ments.

This chapter then show the base for the control algorithm used for the machine,

in particular the reference signal used by the feedback control.

Then in this part the previously mentioned hardware parts are described by the

mathematical point of view and how their behaviour can be modelled during sim-

ulations.

Chapter three gives an in depth mathematical description of the control al-

gorithms used in this project. In order it describes firstly PID control, then the

eigenvalue allocation control lastly the LQR control. Each of these control design

is studied in depth on how it is realized and its working principle.

Chapter four then gives an overview on the results, firstly on the simulation

then the results achieved with the real motors. All the data from the experiment

are then commented and studied to find the better control algorithm.

XII



Chapter 1

Cable Driven Devices for upper

limb motion assistance

In this thesis the main focus will be the rehabilitation of the elbow joint, one of

the most important and complex joints which allows the flexion and extension

of the forearm and make possible the pronation and supination of the hand and

wrist. In fact, a limited range of motion of the elbow joint can severely hinder the

independence of the patient in in his daily life and negatively effect his athletic

abilities.

The use of this kind of robot would alleviate the workload on physiotherapists

and it would also grant a reliable and customizable strategy to improve the ac-

cessibility of movement-based.

For such objective the idea was to design an extremely light and easily wearable

robotic device fixed to the patient arm and based on a parallel mechanism driven

by cables. The device designed is able to facilitate forearm and wrist movements

thanks to the presence of an electro-mechanical support.

Studies show that immediate motion in pain-free regions of the movement can

drastically reduce the negative effects of immobilization and stimulate the anti-

inflammatory response[1]. This type of treatment is also beneficial to subjects

who have experienced a long period of immobilization due to a major trauma. As

a matter of fact low-load, long-duration treatments (LLLD) can help the patient

by extending a limited range of motion (ROM) by producing a small deforma-
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tion on the collagen tissue hence resulting in a muscle elongation[2].

As stated before these treatments require a lot of time and effort for both

the patient and the caregivers so the main idea is to have a simple device to use

that can be applied to the patient arm in order to allow him to perform joints

movements for long sessions without the need of medical supervision.

This would allow a more prominent use of motion-based rehabilitation tech-

niques with the result of yielding a better outcome for all types of patients[2].

In recent years, several medical devices for rehabilitation have been developed to

favor the recovery of upper limbs.

Figure 1.1: Elbow flexion movement pattern [3]

Figure 1.1 represents the movement pattern of the elbow flexion and extension.

This movement is the focus of this project since it is fundamental for the patient’s

everyday life and its a key movement when considering patient’s independence.
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The first machines used for this goal have rigid links. An example of this is the

chinese prototype called MEDARM [4], the ExoRob[5] or NEUROexos[6].

These robots work as a rigid exoskeleton, however they have three main prob-

lems: they are heavy, not portable and the moments could be limited by the rigid

links.

Other possible realization of the same concept is an exoskeleton using an inflat-

able module to move the forearm [7].

Figure 1.2: soft inflatable robot[7]

It is quickly noticeable that, while this soft inflatables realization solves the prob-

lem of portability it still is very cumbersome and not comfortable.

Using a cable based rehabilitation robot it is possible to solve the three problems

mentioned before. Cables render the robot much lighter and smaller which in

terms makes it more portable. Also cables being flexible, allow for larger range

of motion.

To give a clear image of the work done in this project, it is important to have

a brief discussion of the previous iterations of the prototypes used to tackle the

problem of elbow rehabilitation:

1. CADEL

The first prototype of a robot meant for elbow rehabilitation was developed

at University of Tor Vergata.1.3 It consisted of a mechanism composed by

two rings: the upper ring placed onto the patient’s bicep, and the lower ring

placed at the wrist.
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These two platforms are connected by four cables: one in the front, one

in the back and one on each side of the arm. The forearm platform also

includes a plastic support where the patient can rest his hand.

This version however has several problems: first of all it is heavy for the

patient, weighing about 20N(about 2kg)[8]; Secondly the platforms are dif-

ficult to secure to the arm making the solution more difficult to use. Even-

tually a badly fixed platform makes the motion non optimal.

Figure 1.3: first prototype of CADEL[9]

2. CADEL3

Starting from the CADEL prototype, a new prototype was designed at the

University of Padova, called CADEL3.

This new version of the robot aims to solve the two major problems previ-

ously highlighted. It is still a four-cable robot with the same configuration

as before but in this iteration the platforms were re-designed.

To fix the two rings to the arm a new approach was used: once the device

is placed correctly onto the arm an inflatable padding would puff up wrap-

ping the patient’s arm and fixing the device. Then a sleeve-like cover was

designed to help the patient correctly wear the device. An elbow guard with

a pulley was used to keep the rear cable in the correct position1.4.

This new version1.5 of the robot solves all the problems of the first version:
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Figure 1.4: CAD model of CADEL3[8]

Figure 1.5: CADEL3[10]

it is lighter, more stable and easier to wear. However the elbow guard is still

a concern since it could move during the exercise or the patient could offset

it a bit making the rear cable working in a non-optimal way.

Moreover after measuring the torques on an extension/flexion cycle, the in-

tervention of the two side cables has been found to be almost none except

for the fact that they help keep the movement on the sagittal plane.
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3. l-CADEL v1

It was the first iteration of a different approach for a cable driven robot

used for elbow joint rehabilitation. This model uses just two cables instead

of the four cables used in the previous versions of the CADEL project1.6.

This allows the new model to be lighter and cheaper. Moreover by using

only the two lateral cables the problem of the wire passing behind the elbow

is solved and hence it is not needed to design an elbow guard to keep the

cable in the right position.

This version still uses the two rings, one on the arm and one on the forearm

fixed to the patient via inflatables1.6.

Figure 1.6: CAD model of l-CADEL[10]

This model does not need to have a sleeve to fit it on the patient arm and

Figure 1.7: l-CADEL[10]

hence it is lighter and less clunky for the patient to wear. However, since the
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l-CADEL uses just two motors to perform the same movement it is necessary

to have motors able to exert a bigger torque. Hence more powerful motors

were needed for this version.

Figure 1.8: Torque graph of l-CADEL with different loads[10]

Figure 1.9: Torque graph of CADEL3[10]

In terms of power consumption, the four-cable version1.9 is slightly superior:

by having four motors the load is more distributed with respect to the

L-CADEL version1.8. We can also observe that the torques applied from

the motors in this case1.8 are noisier which could represent an issue if

the oscillations become too large. Otherwise in figure1.9 it is possible to
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observe that the torques have tighter oscillation, this is also due to both

the structure of the robot and the presence of four motors.

4. l-CADEL v2

This is the second version of the light CADEL robot1.10; this platform still

uses two motors placed on the side of the arm and they are fixed to the pa-

tient via inflatables. A slight difference with respect to the previous version

is the way the joint is moved. By using the glove and ring combination the

device uses the wrist as second anchor point instead of the forearm. Indeed

this device has a 3D printed U-shaped link fixed to a glove. The patient

just needs to wear said glove to fix the device to his hand.

Figure 1.10: CAD model of the robot’s platforms[11]

As shown in image 1.10 the arm platform (8c) is basically the same that it

is used in the previous iteration of this project. However the second plat-

form is very different: we can indeed observe the plastic ring (8d, the yellow

coloured piece) and the glove used to fix the robot to the hand (8d, the

green coloured piece). The lower ring provides for the two anchoring points

(12 in Fig. 1.10 (c)) for the two cables responsible for the motion. The two

exit points are placed instead in the upper ring (4 and 2 in figure 1.10 (d)).
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Figure 1.11: l-CADEL v2 real life prototype[11]

This model improves on various points from the first version: it is even

lighter since the hand platform is composed only of a plastic ring and a

fabric glove1.10.

This version still uses two motors so all the comparisons between the four-

cable version and this one are the same as for the L-CADEL v1. Moreover,

since the arm platform is conceptually identical to the one in the L-CADEL

v1 the motors used are the same.

This version is also equipped with a IMU sensor in order to read the angular

flexion of the elbow during the movement1.12.

Figure 1.12: Elbow flexion profile[11]

In the study done on this version of the robot[11] the two cables are in a

crossed configuration. This can help when performing pronation/supination
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movements of the wrist.

In this version the cable configuration could damage them with long re-

peated use. To solve this issue the prototype uses a particular set of cables

called: dyneema fiber. This particular fiber has a much greater resistance

to cut and abrasion(both in dry and wet condition).[12]

Figure 1.13: CAD scheme of the cable configuration

Since the focus of this thesis is on the flexion\extension, a symmetric cables

version of this robot is designed.

Figure 1.14: Kinematic scheme of the robot with symmetric cables
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Physical model

The first step to design a rehabilitation device for upper limbs is to define how

the prototype has to fit the patient’s arm. In this case it was decided to use a con-

figuration similar to the l-CADEL v1 1.7 with a ring fixed on the bicep and one

on the wrist of the user. In this configuration only two cables are needed, which

allow the flexion/extension forearm movements and the pronation/supination of

the wrist. In the upper ring there are the two exit points for the two cables.

The lower ring provides for the two anchoring points at the wrist. Each cable is

actuated by a DC motor placed onto the patient’s shoulder by means of a third

support 2.1. The batteries and Arduino board are also placed on the shoulder.

This choice allows to put less strain on the patient’s arm making the use of the

robot more comfortable. Also having the components on the shoulder allows for

greater range of motion.

2.1 Components

Before tackling the physical description of the problem, it is important to have

a little detour on the major components used since the choices made have deep

implications in the design:

1. DC motors

The two actuators used for this project are a pair of Dynamixel XL430-
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W250 motors that are supplied with 12V. This choice was done by following

three main objectives:

• provide a sufficiently high torque needed to move the arm;

• lightness of the entire device both for patient’s sake and also for easier

structural design. Indeed each motor weight 0.057kg.

• it is important for the motors to be small enough to not hinder motion

during the exercises.

2. Microcontroller

To implement and execute the control routine, it can be used an Arduino

mega 2560 board which can be easily interconnected with other software in-

terfaces such as the Matlab and Simulink developing environment. Further-

more, it is also a cheap yet powerful option to deploy the control algorithm

directly on the medical device.

3. Motor driver

To drive the two DC motors it is used a Dynamixel motor shield XL430-

W250 which is compatible with Arduino and can drive up to 16 DC motors.

4. Sensors

In terms of sensors both motors are equipped with a contactless absolute

encoder. These encoders are equipped with a sophisticated slotted pattern

on the rotating part, which allows the sensor to associate a specific code

to each position. The encoders output the angular position of the motors,

based on the signal read by the photo-detector. In order to exploit these

position information, a position control algorithm is used to control the

motors.

A 9 DoF IMU tracks the position of the patient’s hand. This sensor is com-

posed by three parts: an accelerometer used to measure acceleration on the

three axis, a gyroscope to measure orientation and a magnetometer to mea-

sure gravitational force. By using these sensors the IMU is able to measure

velocity, orientation and gravitation force on the hand.

It is also present a BITalino EMG sensor to measure muscle activation
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during the execution of the movements. These sensors measure the electric

potential difference generated by muscle cells when stimulated. In this case

it is used a surface EMG. This type of measure is easier to perform and less

invasive for the patient, since it uses sticky pads to perform the measure-

ments.

2.2 Device design

To better understand how this device is structured and how it operates in a

flexion/extension task, it is considered Fig.2.1:

Figure 2.1: A kinematic scheme of the proposed design

During the motion point H describes a circumference with radius P and center O.

Where L is the forearm length. The cable l1 is wound around the pulley at point

A which constitutes the exit point of the wire. It is then anchored at point H on

the wrist. The pulley is actuated by a DC motor which is necessary to vary the

length of the cable. For the flexion movement the motor winds the cable, hence
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pulling the hand. To execute the extension motion instead, the arm exploits the

gravitational force and hence the motor unwinds the cable.

An important parameter to keep in mind is the cable tension. To correctly perform

the movement the cables must be pulled enough not to be slack but not too much

to avoid braking them[12].

2.3 Trajectory planning

It is planned a three-phase trajectory for the flexion/extension movement of the

forearm as shown in Fig.2.2.

Figure 2.2: alpha trajectory during elbow flexion\extension

The motion is associated with a periodic winding and unwinding of the cables.

The motor shaft angular position reference signal can be obtained by using a

fifth-grade polynomial which ensures a smooth trajectory. Considering Fig.2.1,

the origin of the reference system is placed on point A. We can define α as the
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angle between the forearm and the x-axis, which is computed using a fifth order

polynomial function. This path is obtained using a custom Matlab script, which

computes the coefficients for a fifth grade polynomial using the starting point,

the ending one and the movement duration. Then the position of H is obtained

with the following equation(2.1):

H = [L ∗ cosα;−(M − L ∗ sinα)] (2.1)

Now that H is computed by using the trigonometric equations(2.2),(2.4) is pos-

sible to obtain the motor shaft position θ at every instant.

l =
√
(xH − xA)2 + (yH − yA)2 (2.2)

θ =

(
l

R

)
− θin (2.3)

The resulting trajectory plan for the motor shaft is represented by in the folowing

plot:

Figure 2.3: Motor shaft trajectory plan (θ) during elbow flexion\extension
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2.4 DC motor model

Now that the angular position of the motors 2.3 is well defined, the second step

is to correctly model the plant, which in this case is composed mainly form the

DC motors and their driver. During the simulations it is possible to consider just

one motor since in practice the two motors always work together and hence they

have the same control input.

2.4.1 Motor Driver

The first element to model is the motor driver, this component is mainly a non-

inverting input OP-amp 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Circuit scheme of motor driver[13]

Based on the driver schematics 2.4 it is possible to obtain the following equations:

i1 = C1
du+

dt
(2.4)

i2 =
u+

R2

(2.5)

u+ = u−R1(i1 + i2) (2.6)

Where u+ in equation (2.4) is the input voltage of the OP amp. We can define i1

and i2 as the currents flowing in R1 and R2.
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By combining equations (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) the result, after some algebra, is:(
R1R2C1

R1 +R2

)
du+

dt
+ u+ =

(
R2

R1 +R2

)
u (2.7)

Where u+ is the input voltage at the OP amp. Equation (??) is the first step to

link the input voltage u to the output voltage udrv Also, since the OP-amp is in

non-inverting configuration, the following relation stands:

udrv = (1 +
R3

R4

)u+ (2.8)

After defining kdrv and Tdrv as follows:

kdrv =

(
1 +

R3

R4

)
R2

R1 +R2

(2.9)

Tdrv =
R1R2C1

R1 +R2

(2.10)

Combining equation (2.8) and (2.7) the result is:

Tdrv
dudrv

dt
+ udrv = kdrvu (2.11)

When moving into the frequency domain equation (2.11) becomes the transfer

function of the voltage driver from u to udrv:

udrv =
kdrv

Tdrvs+ 1
u (2.12)

2.4.2 DC motor model

To better understand the motor model it is possible to divide it into its mechanical

part and its electrical part.

The first part is described by the following equation:

Imθ̈(t) + Fmθ̇(t) = Cm(t)− Cr(t) (2.13)

Where:θ is the motor shaft position, Im is the motor inertia, Fm is the viscous

friction coefficient, Cm is the motor torque and Cr is the resistant torque of the

load.

By moving equation 2.13 to the Laplace domain it is possible to obtain the re-

sulting transfer function:

Θ(s) =
Cm(s)− Cr(s)

Ims2 + Fms
(2.14)
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This transfer function links the motor torque to the shaft position and it is the

first step to obtain the whole model of the DC motor.

To compute the motor torque it is necessary to analyze the electrical part. It is

important to remember that a DC motor works by having a rotor, which is fed

by the armature current ia, which is the current flowing in the rotor windings.

These windings are subject to a magnetic field generated by permanent magnet

in the stator.

Figure 2.5: Electric scheme of a DC motor[14]

The motor torque is generated by the Lorentz law and, by inverting the current

ia it keeps moving when the winding and the magnetic field are perpendicular.

Knowing the working principle it is possible to obtain the following equations:

ua − e = Raia + La
dia
dt

(2.15)

e = keθ̇ (2.16)

In equation 2.15 Ra is the armature resistance and La is the motor inductance,

ke is the back electromotive force constant. While e in equations 2.15 and 2.16

is the back electromotive force which is a voltage generated by the variation of

the magnetic flux through the windings. The electromotive force is opposite with

respect to the supply voltage and generates in the winding a current opposite of

ia, this is the reason why it has to be subtracted from the supply voltage u.
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By moving equation 2.16 in the Laplace domain it is possible to derive the fol-

lowing transfer function:

Ia =
Ua(s)− keΘ̇(s)

Ra + sLa

(2.17)

This transfer function links the armature current, which is linked with the supply

voltage by (2.15), and the motor torque Cm.

Finally by combining 2.14 and 2.17 it is possible to represent the full block scheme

for a DC motor:

Figure 2.6: full block scheme [14]

In figure 2.6 it is possible to observe that there are two gains not present in the

transfer functions: ke which is present in (2.16). kt is the torque constant of the

motor, which links armature current and motor torque as follows: Cm = iakt.

To simplify the notation of the plant transfer functions it is possible to define

these two terms:

Tm =
RaIm

RaFm + ktke
, km =

kdrvkt
NRaIm

(2.18)

Hence the plant behaviour can be described by the following equations:θ̇ = ω

ω̇ = − 1
Tm

ω + km
NTm

u
(2.19)





Chapter 3

Control design

This robot has the main goal of making repeated and controlled movements. The

best way to achieve this objective is to implement a control algorithm. The use of

a controller allows the robot not only to follow a precise desired behaviour, but

also to work in an autonomous manner.

Control algorithms work by having a reference signal to follow, in this case the

possible reference signal could be on the shaft position θ, on the shaft speed ω

or on the supply voltage of the motor ua. In this thesis it was chose to develop a

position feedback control using θ as a reference signal as anticipated in 2.

To determine what represents a good closed-loop response it is necessary to in-

troduce some specifications for the controller. Starting by the most important,

the stability specification: the controller must ensure that the system is asymp-

totically stable. Or at least BIBO stable, where BIBO stands for Bouded Input

Bounded Output, meaning that a bounded input must trigger a bounded response

from the system.

A possible way to describe the system behavior is to use its transfer function.

This function describes the behaviour of a system in the frequency domain by

linking the input and the output.

In linear time-invariant (LTI) systems the transfer function is defined as the

Laplace transform of the impulse response.

Note that these functions must be at least proper, this because if the frequency

tends to infinity a non proper transfer function grows unbounded. In figure 2.6 it
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is possible to see the transfer function of the DC motor.

To study the system stability, starting from its transfer function, it is possible to

exploit the following theorem:

Theorem 1. A continuous time linear system is asymptotically stable if and only

if all the poles of the closed-loop transfer function have negative real part, is BIBO

stable if all the poles have negative or null real part[15].

By using theorem 1 it is possible to determine if a controller stabilizes the

system, however stability is not the only specification required from controllers.

The second group of specifications is the time specifications, which can be divided

into two subgroups: transient-state specifications and steady-state specifications.

For what regards the transient-state requirements the three main specifications

are:

• Rising time tr: this parameter is an indication of the promptness of the

system. It represents the time in which the system response varies form 5%

of the reference to 95% of the reference value. This case is also known as

rise time at 5%.

• The settling time ts: is the time needed for the output response to reach

and stay within a certain percentage (usually 5%) of the reference signal

value.

• Overshoot Mp: is the second transient requirement and it is the percent-

age of which the system response exceeds the reference signal, this is also

measured as a percentage of the reference value at steady state.

In terms of steady-state requirements the most important is the steady-state er-

ror which is the difference between the reference signal and the system output.
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3.1 PID control

The most popular solution to solve this control problem is through the PID

controller. The PID acronym stands for Proportional Integral Derivative, which

relates to the control action being composed of three separate terms:

1. The proportional term which is represented by the gain Kp.This part of the

controller is the one mostly responsible to lower the reference error during

the transient. This is due to the fact that The proportional term mainly

impact the cut-off frequency of the closed-loop system[16].

2. The integral term is represented by Ki. The most noticeable effect of this

part is regulating the steady state error. However it may slow down the

response. This because the integral term adds a pole in the origin[16].

3. The derivative term, represented by the gain Kd, has the effect of control-

ling the speed of the response: the higher the gain the faster the response,

which could impact negatively on the overshoot. This effect is caused by the

fact that this term impact the phase margin of the closed-loop system[16].

In the time domain the PID control algorithm is the following:

u(t) = KP e(t) +Ki

∫ T

0

e(t)dt+Kd
de(t)

dt
(3.1)

Where e(t) is the reference error and T is the duration of the reference signal.

These three gains are the ones used to tune the controller in order to obtain a

satisfactory closed-loop response.

Using the previously mentioned specifics it is possible to design a PID controller

using the frequency response method.

The first step to incorporate the previously mentioned requirements in the control

design is to check if the closed-loop system can be approximated to an easier

one. When considering the model 2.6 with the voltage driver model (2.12), it is

possible to note that, via dominant pole approximation, the closed-loop system

can be approximated by a second order system of the type:

T (s) =
ω2
n

s2 + 2δωns+ ω2
n

(3.2)
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Where ωn represents the natural frequency of the system which coincides with

the frequency of the dominant poles. This fact holds because, in time domain,

the dominant poles represents the slower part of the response. Since the faster

parts become zero quickly they can be neglected when considering asymptotic

behaviour. While δ is the damping factor of the system: this factor directly im-

pacts the response of the system in terms of oscillation and stability. Hence the

PID control will also impact this term.

Exploiting the approximation of equation (3.2) and by having clear control spec-

ification it is possible to write the following expressions:

ts,5% =
3

δωn

(3.3)

Mp = e
− πδ√

1−δ2 (3.4)

For a closed-loop system which admits a second order approximation the natural

frequency ωn is approximately equal to the gain crossover frequency ωgc which

is the frequency at which the absolute value of the open-loop system is equal to

one.

Using this fact is possible to rewrite equation (3.3) as follows:

ωgc =
3

δts,5%
(3.5)

After some algebraic manipulations it is possible to modify (3.5) as such:

δ =
lnMp√

π2 + ln2Mp

(3.6)

In second order systems the phase margin ϕm represents how much the phase of

the system can vary before the system becomes unstable. It is computed using

the following formula:

ϕm = arctan

(
2δ√√

1 + 4δ4 − 2δ2

)
(3.7)

Now that all the necessary parameters are well defined, it is considered the defi-

nition of a general PID controller:

C(s) = Kp +Ki
1

s
+Kds (3.8)
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From equation (3.8) it is possible to see the three terms composing the controller.

It is important to note that the derivative term can be problematic since it is

not strictly proper. To solve this problem the derivative term will be approximated

by a second order filter of the type:

H(s) =
ω2
cs

s2 + 2δωcs+ ω2
c

(3.9)

Where ωc is the cut-off frequency of the filter, which represent the frequency at

which the gain falls of -3dB from the passband response. While δ still represents

the damping factor of the system.

By denoting the full plant 2.6 with P (s) and the controller as C(s) it is possible

to write the open-loop transfer function as:

L(s) = C(s)P (s) (3.10)

The three gains of the controller are computed to respect the specifics on the gain

cross-over frequency (3.5) and on the phase margin (??) in order to have:

L(jωgc) = C(jωgc)P (jωgc) = ej(−π+ϕm) (3.11)

From (3.11) by some algebraic manipulations it is possible to obtain the following

formulation:

C(jωgc) = ∆Ke∆ϕ (3.12)

Where ∆K = |P (jωgc)|−1 and ∆ϕ = −π+ϕm− ̸ (P (jωgc) Now combining (3.12)

and (3.8) it is possible to obtain an identity, and by posing the equality between

the real and imaginary part of the identity the following formulas are obtained:
Kp = ∆K cos∆ϕ

Ki = −ωgc∆K sin∆ϕ

Kd =
1

ωgc
∆K sin∆ϕ

(3.13)

By using (3.13), (3.5) and (3.7) it is possible to obtain a PID controller with

desired specifications, if these are still not satisfactory these gains can be slightly

adjusted via trial and error.
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3.1.1 Anti-windup

Another simple solution to improve the PID control performance is to design an

anti-windup mechanism. This slight modification to the PID control is useful in

case the control input saturates the actuator. If saturation happens it is seen

that the integrator value keeps increasing but the plant output is locked due to

saturation of the system, this is called ”windup”. If this happens then the control

input will continue to grow, without having an effect on the system since the

actuator is saturated. The control error then has to switch sign for a long time to

bring back the integration to its steady state. The result is a slower response and

a higher overshoot[17]. In order to understand how the anti-windup mechanism

works consider the following block scheme:

Figure 3.1: anti-windup Simulink scheme

In figure 3.1 after the PID scheme it is possible to note a saturation block fol-

lowed by a gain block, which represents the anti-windup gain. The saturation

block after the PID output shares the same saturation of the actuator. It is pos-

sible to see that if the control input is greater than the saturation value then

the anti-windup output produces a negative value which is then summed to the

integral part. This will reduce the control input preventing the integrator windup.
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3.2 State-Space Control via eigenvalue alloca-

tion

3.2.1 State-space description of a system

This section introduces the state-space description of a system, useful for analyz-

ing the system properties. This way of studying the system makes use of matrices

to analyze the plant. ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(3.14)

Where:

• x(t) is the system state, this is a vector having some measurements of the

system as coordinates. An example could be the state vector having position

and speed as coordinates:

x(t) =

θ(t)
ω(t)


• y(t) is the output of the system

• u(t) is the system input

• A is the state matrix. This is a n × n matrix where n is the dimension of

the state vector. n is also known as the system dimension.

• B is the input matrix. This is an n×m matrix where m is the input vector.

• C is the output matrix. this is a n× p matrix where p is the dimension of

the output vector.

• D is the matrix linking the output and the input of the system. A system

is said to be strictly proper if D = 0.

When in state space form a system can be written as Σ = (A,B,C,D).

As it was done for transfer functions there exists a theorem to ensure system

stability:
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Theorem 2. A system Σ = (A,B,C,D) is asymptotically stable if and only if

the eigenvalues of A have negative real part, and it is only simply stable if the

eigenvalues of A have negative or null real part.

To determine the reachability (see A.2) of a system, it is important to define

the reachablity matrix.

Consider the discrete time system Σ = (F,G,H), the state after k steps is defined

by:

x(k) =
k−1∑
i=0

F k−1−iGu(i) (3.15)

Equation (3.15) can also be written in matrix form as follows:

x(k) =
[
G FG ... F k−1G

]

u(k − 1)

u(k − 2)

...

u(0)

 (3.16)

By varying the input vector u(k) it is possible to obtain the set of the reachable

states. This set corresponds with the image of
[
G FG ... F k−1G

]
which takes

the name of reachability matrix R.

3.2.2 Reachability in continuous time systems

The reachability problem is solved differently between continuous time and dis-

crete time systems. Since the system analyzed in this thesis is a continuous time

one this section explains only the reachability conditions for continuous time ones.

Given a system described as (3.14), a state is said to be reachable at time t if it

exists an input u(t) such that:

x(t) =

∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)Bu(σ)dσ (3.17)

The previous definition can be rewritten in the following way: said U the space

of the input functions and Rt the linear operator defined as:

Rt : u(.) −→
∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)Bu(σ)dσ (3.18)
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x(t) is said to be reachable at time t if and only if it belongs to the image of Rt.

From (3.18) it is possible to define the reachable subspace at time t > 0, as the

image of the linear operator Rt.

By exploiting a property of linear operators, it is possible to obtain a matrix

description of the reachable subspace. To do so, consider the adjoint of the linear

operator Rt: R
∗
t : X −→ U : x −→ u(.), with u(σ) = BT eA

T (t−σ)x.

Since the dimension of ImRt is finite then ImRt = Im(RtR
∗
t ). RtR

∗
t is defined

as follows:

RtR
∗
t : x −→

∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)BBT eA
T (t−σ)dσx (3.19)

From (3.19) it is possible to note that the reachable subspace is the image of

RtR
∗
t . Moreover RtR

∗
t is a n× n matrix that can be defined as:

Wt =

∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)BBT eA
T (t−σ)dσx (3.20)

Wt is called reachablility gramian.

An easier way to compute the reachablility subspace is to exploit the following

theorem:

Theorem 3. The reachable subspace at time t > 0 is the image of the reachability

matrix: R =
[
B AB ... An−1B

]
[15]

Note that using theorem 3 it is possible to state that, in continuous time

systems, the reachable subspace does not depend on the length of the interval

[0; t].

To state that a system is reachable is equal to say that, with a series of inputs,

every state is possible to reach. This fact is expressed by this following relation:

ImR = X (t), where X (t) is the space of all the system states.

Due to its independence from time the reachable subspace is noted as XR. Also

from the previous observation it is possible to derive a reachability condition: A

system is said to be reachable if and only if R is full rank(a.k.a rank(R) = n).

If a system does not respect the reachability condition it is said to be unreachable.

If a system is not reachable this means that not all states are accessible using

a series of inputs. If a state is unreachable this could represent a problem since,

even using controllers, it is impossible to force certain states on the system.
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If a system Σ = (A,B,C,D) of dimension n is not reachable, the reachable

subspace XR has dimension ρ < n.

Assume now that there is a base of X in which the first ρ vectors are also a base

for XR and let T be the change of base matrix.

Recalling that XR is A-invariant (see A.2) and ImB ⊆ XR, is obtained a system

Σe = (Ae, Be, Ce) algebraically equivalent to Σ.

Σe is described by:

Ae = T−1AT =

Ae
11 Ae

12

Ae
21 Ae

22

 ;Be = T−1B =

Be
1

0

 ;Ce = CT =
[
Ce

1 Ce
2

]
(3.21)

Where Ae
11 ∈ Rρ×ρ and Be

1 ∈ Rρ×m is the reachable subsystem of Σ. Equation

(3.21) is called standard reachability form.

3.2.3 Controllability in continuous time systems

A state is said to be controllable to zero at time t > 0 if there exists an input

u(.) such that:

0 = x(t) = eAtx+

∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)Bu(σ)dσ (3.22)

Equation (3.22) can be rewritten in the following way:

−x =

∫ t

0

e−AσBu(σ)dσ (3.23)

As it was done for the reachability problem it is possible to define a controllable

subspace XC
t . This vector subspace is defined by the set of initial states x(0) that,

with a series of inputs u(t), can be brought to the final state x(t) = 0.

Then from (3.23) it is possible to deduce that eAtXC
t ⊆ ImRt = XR. It also hold

the reverse inclusion since every element of XR can be written as:∫ t

0

eA(t−σ)Bu(σ)dσ = eAt

∫ t

0

e−AσBu(σ)dσ (3.24)

Equation (3.24) implies also:

eAtXC
t = XR (3.25)
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By multiplying both members of (3.25) by e−At and recalling that XR is A-

invariant and so also e−At invariant, this implies that XC
t = e−AtXR ⊆ XR [15].

Due to the invertibility of e−At it is possible to state that XC
t = XR. This fact

shows that, for continuous time system, controllability(see A.2) and reachability

are equal.

3.3 Eigenvalue allocation with state feedback

Consider a system Σ = (A,B,C), D is neglected since it is assumed D=0. Assume

also that all the components of the state x(t) are accessible at any instant t.

Consider a control law in which the components of u(t) are a linear combination

of the system states at instant t xi(t), and the values of the new inputs at time

t vi(t).

u(t) = kl1x1(t) + kl2x2(t) + ....+ klnxn(t) + vi(t) (3.26)

Where l = 1, 2, ...,m are the number of inputs.

By exploiting (3.26) it is possible to write the system input in the following form:

u(t) = Kx(t) + v(t) (3.27)

With K being a m× n matrix.

By combining (3.14), (3.27) and recalling that it was assumed D=0, it is possible

to write the following equation to describe the system:ẋ(t) = (A+BK)x(t) +Bv(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)
(3.28)

In the single input case (m = 1) the matrix K is a 1× n vector.

State feedback has one major advantage over output feedback. It in fact uses n

parameters to modify the dynamic of the system Σ instead of the single one used

by output feedback.

Consider now the closed loop system Σk = (A + BK,B,C) and the original

system Σ = (A,B,C), it hold the following theorem:
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Theorem 4. The reachable subspaces of Σ and Σk are the same for any matrix

K. Moreover Σk is reachable if and only if Σ is reachable.[15]

Another useful theorem when studying state feedback is the following:

Theorem 5. Let Σ = (A,B,C) in standard reachability form with

A =

A11 A12

A21 A22

B =

B1

0


Then also Σk is in standard reachability form with the same unreachable subsystem

A22.[15]

As consequence of theorem 5 to analyze the effects of state feedback is only

necessary to study the reachable part (A11, B1).

Consider now a reachable system Σ = (A,B,C) with one input (meaning m=1),

it is possible to represent Σ in the following way:

Ac =


0 1 · · · · · · 0

0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .

−α0 −α1 · · · · · · −αn−1

 ;Bc =


0
...
...

1

 (3.29)

Where αi are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of matrix A, which

is defined as:

∆A(s) = det(A− sIdn)

This form is called controllable canonical form.

Theorem 6. The system Σ = (A,B) is reachable if and only if it is algebraically

equivalent to a system Σc = (Ac, Bc) with Ac and Bc in controllable canonical

form(3.29).[15]

Note that to obtain Ac and Bc it is not necessary to use a change of base but

it is only necessary to have A,B and ∆A(s).

Consider now a control law such as u(t) = Kcxc(t)+v(t), withKc = [k0, k1, ..., kn−1]

the state equation become:

ẋc(t) = (Ac +BcKc)xc(t) +Bcv(t) (3.30)
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From (3.30) it is possible to derive the form of Ac +BcKc which is:

Ac +BcKc =


0 1 · · · · · · 0

0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .

−(α0 + k0) −(α1 + k1) · · · · · · −(αn−1 + kn−1)

 ; (3.31)

The coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of (3.31) can be red on the last

row of Ac +BcKc. So the characteristic polynomial of Ac +BcKc is:

∆Ac+BcKc(s) = sn + (αn−1 − kn−1)s
n−1 + .....+ (α0 − k0) (3.32)

From (3.32) it is possible to note that the roots of the characteristic polynomial

are dependant on the components of Kc. This fact shows how it is possible to

compute Kc in order to place the eigenvalues of Ac + BCKc arbitrarly since the

eigenvalues of Ac +BCKc are also the roots of ∆Ac+BcKc(s).

Since the spectrum of a matrix is invariant with respect to a change of bases, the

eigenvalues of Ac +BcKc are equal to the ones of A+B(KcT
−1). Hence to chose

the eigenvalues for A+BK it is possible to choose K = KcT
−1.

All these reasoning are well summed by the following theorem:

Theorem 7. Let Σ = (A,B,C) be a reachable system of dimension n. For any

monic polynomial p(s) of degree n, there exists a matrix K ∈ R1×n such that the

characteristic polynomial of A+BK is p(s).

Theorem 7 is also known as allocation of eigenvalues,m=1.[15]

Consider now a non reachable system, which can be always expressed in standard

reachability form (3.21). In this case when considering the reachable subsystem

theorem 7 still stands. For what regards the non-reachable part as the name

suggests cannot be controlled, hence the system can be stabilized only if the

eigenvalues of the non-reachable subsystem are stable.
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3.4 State-space model of a DC motor and con-

trol design

Starting from the DC motor transfer function obtained in 2 and described by the

block scheme 2.6,which are: θ̇ = ω

ω̇ = − 1
Tm

ω + km
NTm

u
(3.33)

it is possible to obtain a state space realization for the system.

A =

0 1

0 − 1
Tm

 ;B =

 0

km
NTm

 ;C =
[
1 0

]
D = 0 (3.34)

Where Tm = RaIm
RaFm+ktke

, km = kdrvkt
NRaIm

(all these parameters are mentioned in 2).

It can be noticed that A is already in controllable canonical form. Also note that

x(t) =
[
θ(t) ω(t)

]T
is the state vector of Σ = (A,B,C).

Since A is in controllable canonical form it is possible to apply theorem 6 de-

riving that A is also reachable. Since A is reachable theorem 7 holds, hence full

eigenvalue allocation of the system is possible.

The goal of the state space control in this thesis is to achieve robust tracking

of the reference signal, to do so it is possible to use eigenvalue allocation. The

concept of robust tracking means that the controller is able to track the reference

signal even with modelling uncertainties and disturbances.

Since in this project the robot has to track a complex signal it is necessary to

exploit the internal model principle. The latter is defined as follows: the con-

troller needs to incorporate a model of the dynamics that generate the signal

which the control system is intended to track.[18]

As mentioned in the previous definition, the controller needs to have in its struc-

ture a model of the reference dynamics. This is called exosystem, these models

are used to describe the behavior of the reference signals and are often expressed

via homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

These differential equations are of the type:

r(q)(t) + βq−1r
(q−1)(t) + ...+ β1r

(1) + β0r(t) = 0 (3.35)
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Where r(i) denote the time derivatives of order i. Since r is a solution of (3.35) for

some non-zero initial condition, it follows that the signal is a linear combination

of the following elementary modes.

tl

l!
eλit (3.36)

tl

l!
eσit cos (ωit) (3.37)

tl

l!
eσit sin (ωit) (3.38)

with λi, ωi, σi ∈ R.

λi and σi ± jωi represent the generic, both real and complex, roots of the char-

acteristic polynomial associated to (3.35). i.e:

p(s) = sq + βq−1s
q−1 + ...+ β1s+ β0 (3.39)

Equation (3.39) can also be written in state-space form as:ẋr = Arxr

r = Crxr

(3.40)

Equation (3.40) represents the previously mentioned exosystem and it is a matrix

description of the dynamics of the reference signal.

Some of the most common exosystems are reported in the following list as exam-

ples:

• constant signal: z(t) = z0δ−1(t)

its ODE is: ż = 0 and its characteristic polynomial is: pz(s) = s

the exosystem Σz = (Az, Cz) is:

Az = 0, Cz = 1 (3.41)

• sinusoidal signal: z(t) = z0 sin (ω0t+ ϕ0)δ−1(t)

its ODE is: z̈+ω2
0z = 0 and its characteristic polynomial is: pz(s) = s2+ω2

0

the exosystem Σz = (Az, Cz) is:

Az =

 0 1

−ω2
0 0

 ; Cz =
[
1 0

]
(3.42)
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• constant plus sinusoidal signal: z(t) = [z1 + z0 sin (ω0t+ ϕ0)]δ−1(t)

its ODE is: z(3) + ω2
0z

(1) = 0 and its characteristic polynomial is: pz(s) =

s3 + ω2
0s

the exosystem Σz = (Az, Cz) is:

Az =


0 1 0

0 0 1

0 −ω2
0 0

 ; Cz =


1

0

0

 (3.43)

The problem of tracking a reference signal r(t) can be compared to regulating

the tracking error e(t) to zero in a robust sense.

Assume that r(t) follows a dynamic of the type described by (3.35). That equation

can be rewritten as follows:

r(t) =

q∑
i=0

β1r
(i) = 0 (3.44)

Consider now a System: Σ = (A,B,C, 0), which can be written as:ẋ = Ax+Bu

y = Cx
(3.45)

The reference error e is defined as follows:

e = y − r = Cx− r (3.46)

By expressing r = y − e and by substituting it in (3.44), the following equation

is obtained:

q∑
i=0

βir
(i) = −

q∑
i=0

βie
(i) +

q∑
i=0

βiCx(i) = −
q∑

i=0

βie
(i) + C

q∑
i=0

βix
(i) = 0 (3.47)

Exploiting (3.47) it is possible to define the error dynamic as follows:

ξ :=

q∑
i=0

βix
(i) (3.48)

ξ̇ =

q∑
i=0

βix
(i+1) =

q∑
i=0

βi(Ax
(i) +Bu(i)) = A

q∑
i=0

βix
(i) +B

q∑
i=0

βiu
(i) = (3.49)

= Aξ +Buξ (3.50)
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By combining (3.47) and (3.48) it is possible to obtain the model Σz = (Az, Bz)

in error space:

Σz =



e(1)

e(2)

e(3)

...

e(m)

ξ̇


=



0 1 0 · · · · · · 0 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 · · · · · · · · · 1 0

−β0 −β1 · · · · · · · · · −βq−1 C

0 0 0 0 0 0 A





e

e(1)

e(2)

...

e(q−1)

ξ


+



0

0
...

0

0

B


uξ

(3.51)

Where 0 indicates a vector of zeros. In fact the last row of Az is composed by A

which is an n× n matrix and a n× q zero matrix. The same reasoning holds for

the last column of Az.

The system does not depend on the value of r. This means that if Σz is asymp-

totically stable then its state z = [e, e(1), e(2), ..., e(q−1), ξ]T tends to zero as t tends

to infinity. The same holds for the error e.

As it was explained in the previous section if the system Σz is reachable it is

possible to design a state feedback control law, that places the eigenvalues of the

systems in any desired locations.

To study the reachability of Σz consider the matrix Az of equation (3.51). Az can

be divided into four blocks in a structure of this type:

Az =

Az11 Az12

Az21 Az22



Where Az22 corresponds to A, Az21 is a n×m zero matrix, Az12 is a q×n matrix

with C as last row and Az11 is the remaining q × q block.

Az11 reachablity is granted by theorem 6 since it is possible to note that it is in

controllable canonical form. Due to this observation it is possible to state that:

Σz is reachable if A is reachable.
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Consider now the following control law:

uξ = −Kzz = −
[
k0 k1 · · · kq−1 Kξ

]


e

e(1)

e(2)

...

e(q−1)

ξ


(3.52)

Assume uξ to be a stabilizing control law for Σz. By using the definition of ξ in

(3.48) it is possible to rewrite (3.52) in terms of the original state x and input u.

q∑
i=0

βiu
(i) = −

q−1∑
i=0

kie
(i) −

q∑
i=0

βiKξx
(i) =⇒

q∑
i=0

βi(u+Kξx)
(i) = −

q−1∑
i=0

kie
(i)

(3.53)

Equation (3.53) defines a controller with input e and output ũ := u +Kξx and

its transfer function is the following:

Ũ(s) = −
∑q−1

i=0 kis
i∑q

i=0 βisi
E(s) = − kq−1s

q−1 + · · ·+ k1s+ k0
sq + βq−1sq−1 + · · ·+ β1s+ β0

E(s) = H(s)E(s)

(3.54)

From (3.54) it is possible to obtain a controller in the starting state x and input

u:

u = −Kξx−H(s)e (3.55)

With H being the transfer function from ũ to e introduced in equation (3.54).

The equations (3.55),(3.54) are then summed up into the following Simulink block

scheme:

As mentioned previously, under the reachability condition, it is possible to al-

locate the eigenvalues of the system using state feedback. To decide where to

actually place the system eigenvalues it is important to take note of a few factors.

First of all the stability of the closed-loop system, as stated in theorem 2, it is

necessary that the eigenvalues of (A + BK) have negative real part. Secondly,

a controller needs to respect the given specifics such as rise time, settling time

or overshoot. To integrate the requirements previously mentioned in the system

dynamic it is still possible to exploit the dominant pole approximation as it was

done for the PID control.
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Figure 3.2: State-space feedback controller Simulink scheme

By applying the approximation described in (3.2) it is possible to describe the po-

sition of the eigenvalues via ωn and or δ. An example of this process is computing

the eigenvalues in the following way:

λ1,2 = −δωn ± jωn

√
1− δ2 (3.56)

Once the eigenvalues are selected it is possible to apply theorem 7. In doing so the

components of K are chosen to modify the roots of the characteristic polynomial

of A+BK. The act of changing the roots is equivalent to placing the eigenvalues

of the closed-loop system on the position defined by (3.56).

Note that (3.56) is an approximation, so it is used as starting position for the

eigenvalues. Via empirical observation on the system, the eigenvalues may be

changed to obtain a satisfactory response.

3.5 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

Before introducing the linear quadratic regulator it is necessary to define optimal

control.

The previous control strategy is based on eigenvalue allocation, however the choice

of the eigenvalues is often based on empirical observations. Optimal control strate-

gies define parameters that are used to compute a more efficient state feedback

matrix K.

The first step for the optimization is to define a cost function, the goal is to
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minimize the said cost function. For continuous time systems, defined as (3.14),

it is possible to define such function as follows:

J(u, x0) =

∫ T

0

[xT (t)Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t)]dt (3.57)

Where Q is an n× n positive semi-definite matrix, R is an m×m positive semi-

definite matrix (Q,R > 0), u is the system input and x0 are the initial conditions.

The cost function assigns to every subsequent input u(.) a non-negative number,

this is ensured by the fact that both Q and R are positive semi-definite. Hence

problem of finding the best series of input becomes the minimization of (3.57).

Note that the interval of integration of (3.57) goes to T. This shows that the

cost function has a finite time horizon. This means that the function J has to be

minimized over the interval [0;T ].

Notice that in equation (3.57) there are two recognizable members: xT (t)Qx(t)

and uT (t)Ru(t). These two addends represents the two aspects that compose the

evaluation criteria for the system behaviour in the interval [0;T ].

xT (t)Qx(t) represents the cost for each time the intermediate states are different

form zero, uT (t)Ru(t) represents the energy used for the control.

To compute the best series of input u(.) which minimizes (3.57) consider the

following theorem:

Theorem 8. If x(.) and u(.) satisfy the following differential equation: ẋ(t) =

Ax(t)+Bu(t) and if M(.) is an n×n matrix differentiable on the interval [0;T ],

the the following identity holds:

∫ T

0

[
ut(t) xT (t)

] 0 BTM(t)

M(t)G Ṁ(t) + ATM(t) +M(t)A

u(t)
x(t)

 dt = xT (t)M(t)x(t)|T0

(3.58)

[15]

By exploiting this lemma it is possible to rewrite the cost function (3.57) as

follows:

J(u, x0) =

∫ T

0

[
uT (t) xT (t)

] R BTM(t)

M(t)B ATM(t) +M(t)A+ Ṁ(t)

 dt (3.59)
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Since M can be chosen freely it is possible to compute it by exploiting the Differ-

ential Riccati Equation (DRE):

−Ṁ(t) = Q+ ATM(t) +M(t)A−M(t)BR−1BTM(t) (3.60)

With the previous hypothesis done on the system and matrices it is possible to

state that a solution for (3.60) exists finite in (−∞;T ]. Such solution is symmetric

positive semi-definite in any point of (−∞;T ].

Theorem 9. Let M(.) be the solution of equation (3.60) on the interval [0;T ],

and by posing M(T ) = S (S ≥ 0) and x(0) = x0, the input u(.) expressed by the

following control law:

u(t) = −R−1BTM(t)x(t) (3.61)

minimizes (3.57) and the corresponding minimum value is:

Jmin = xT
0M(0)x0 (3.62)

It is important to note that the following control law yields a regulator. A

regulator is a controller which will bring the state of the system x(t) to the final

state x(T ) = 0.

To modify the controller’s behaviour consider the infinite time horizon optimiza-

tion problem. To do so it is needed to introduce the following notation:

x∞ = lim
t→∞

x(t) (3.63)

u∞ = lim
t→∞

u(t) (3.64)

J(u, x0) =

∫ ∞

0

[xT (t)Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t)]dt (3.65)

It is also necessary to modify the cost function in order to achieve the tracking

task.

J
′
=

∫ ∞

0

(x(t)− x∞)TQ(x(t)− x∞) + (u(t)− u∞)TR(u(t)− u∞)dt (3.66)

With this notation it is possible to define a new optimization problem which uses

a new state and input defined as:

xδ = x− x∞ (3.67)

uδ = u− u∞ (3.68)
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Hence the cost function for the new LQR task becomes:

J
′
=

∫ ∞

0

xT
δ Qxδ + uT

δ Ruδdt (3.69)

Using the notation in (3.67) it is also possible to modify the plant dynamics as

follows:

ẋδ = Axδ +Buδ + Ax∞ +Bu∞ (3.70)

Note that in equation (3.70) the term: Ax∞ + Bu∞ is equal to zero. This state-

ment holds since by using a regulator ẋ∞ is equal to zero.

To obtain an LQR controller which is able to track a complex reference signal not

only it is necessary to use the cost function described by (3.69). It is also neces-

sary to include a model of the reference signal via the internal model principle,

mimicking what it was done for the control via eigenvalue allocation. This means

that the system state matrix has the structure described by (3.51).

In order to design an LQR controller it is possible to use the following theorem:

Theorem 10. Let
√
Q be a matrix such that Q =

√
Q

T√
Q it holds that:

• the Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE)

ATP + PA− PBR−1BTP +Q = 0 (3.71)

has a unique positive semi-definite solution P∞

• the state feedback control law:

u(t) = −Kx(t) with K = R−1BTP∞ (3.72)

minimizes the infinite horizon cost function (3.63) and makes the closed-

loop system asymptotically stable.

Theorem 10 grants the existence of an optimal state feedback matrix under

certain conditions.

The existence of such controller however does not grant the fact that it achieves

satisfactory results. In fact these controller needs to be tuned and to to do it is
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possible to act on the two matrices Q and R.

First of all it is important to remember that the matrices can be modified to tune

the controller, however it is important that they maintain certain characteristic for

example being positive semi-definite. This because if some traits of the structure

of Q and R are lost then theorem 10 may not hold, meaning the existence of K

is not ensured.

Some guidelines used to tune the LQR controller are the following:

• If the input or state of the system are decoupled then it is useful to select

Q and R as diagonal matrices.

The state or input is said to be decoupled if each component is independent

from the others.

This because a diagonal matrix keeps the components decoupled and sim-

plify calculations.

• For each component of the input or state that should be near zero choose

a large value for the associated matrix component.

This because if said components has a large associated value it will neg-

atively impact the cost function and the controller will try to correct it

quickly.

• Keep in mind that the behaviour of the controlled is regulated by the value

of Q relative to R and vice versa. Changing both by the same amount will

not change the controller’s output. In particular choosing Q and R is a trade-

off between control energy
∫∞
0

uTRudt and control accuracy
∫∞
0

xTQxdt .

Increasing Q will make the controller more accurate but slower since it will

respond with weaker inputs. Increasing R will make the control faster but

less accurate since stronger inputs may cause overshoot.

• Note with x̄i and ūi the maximum acceptable deviations of the ith compo-

nent of the state x and input u vector. It is possible to apply the Bryson’s
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rule to obtain a starting Q and R.

Q = diag{qii}i=1,...,n with qii =
1

x̄2
i

(3.73)

R = diag{rii}i=0,...,m with rii =
1

ū2
i

(3.74)

The matrices computed via the Bryson’s rule (3.73) are a starting indication

for the tuning process. Usually these two matrix are then modified via trial

and error to obtain a satisfactory controller response.

The block scheme for the LQR controller is identical to the one used for the control

via eigenvalue allocation 3.2. This is expected since these to design methods are

conceptually very similar. The aim of both is to compute a state feedback matrix

K such that the resulting closed-loop system respects some specifics in terms

of stability, settling time and overshoot. However the major difference is in the

way the K matrix is computed. The first method is more based on empirical

observation while the second uses an optimization procedure.



Chapter 4

Empirical Trials

All the theory work that was described in chapter 3 needs to be accompanied by

coherent tests.

The first step in testing is: developing a Simulink model of the system in order

to perform a set of simulations. These trials are used to observe the controllers

behaviour and to tune them without risking to damage the actuators.

As example consider the PID control block scheme:

Figure 4.1: Block representation of the PID control strategy

Starting from the left it is possible to see the following blocks:

• Reference Generator: it is the first block and it outputs the reference

signal described in chapter 2 figure 2.3.

It is also visible that said block outputs the trajectory of α which is the

flexion angle of the elbow. α is then used by another block to compute the
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resistant torque made by the arm’s weight.

• Control Block: this block represents the controller used during the simu-

lation. In figure 4.1 the controller used is a PID, when using a state feedback

control strategy the block input changes since the control uses the reference

and the system state. However the control output is always a voltage.

• Voltage Driver: it represents the transfer function described in (2.12).

It is the digital equivalent of the motor shield and the Dynamixel motor

XL430-W250 in series connection.

• Torque Computations: This block in figure 4.1 is above the voltage

driver. Its function is to compute the opposing torque due to the forearm

mass. It represents the following equation:

Cr = mforglfor cosα (4.1)

Where Cr is the resistant torque, g is the gravity coefficient, lfor and mfor

are respectively the length and mass of the forearm. To compute the arm

torque the angle α is used, this because the angle between the gravitational

force and the forearm is the same as the flexion angle.

The arm torque is then halved since two motors move the arm.

Figure 4.2: Block scheme computation for the resistant torque

Figure 4.2 is the block scheme of the torque computations.
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Figure 4.3: Resistant torque (Cr) profile during elbow flexion\extension

Figure 4.4: Elbow flexion angle (α) profile during elbow flexion\extension
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From image 4.3 it is possible to note how the resistant torque reaches its

peak at the starting α position. This is to be expected since the resistant

torque (4.1) is directly proportional to the cosine of α, hence is maximum

when α is equal to zero. This resoning is even more clear when confronting

the resistant torque behaviour with the elbow flexion angle profile 4.4.

• Motor Block: the last block is the Dc motor model. It is the block scheme

described by 2.6.

4.1 Parameter Estimation

The first step to build an accurate model for any system is to have a clear view

on the system dynamics. In this thesis the behavior of the DC motors used is

described in 2. However not all the system parameters were immediately available;

hence some parameters need to be estimated.

The motor datasheet already gives some useful information such as:

• The stall torque Cs, which is the torque expressed by the motor with zero

rotational speed on the shaft.

• The stall current ia,s, which is the current drawn by the motor at zero

rotational speed.

• The no load speed ω0, which is the speed of the motor at nominal voltage

and without external loads.

• The internal gearbox ration N .

• The motor inertia Im: the datasheet gives the complete inertia matrix, in

this study however the only useful information is the inertia along the z

axis. This because in the application the only rotations happen around the

z axis.

The first estimated parameter is the torque constant kt. To do so consider the

following equation:

Cm = iakt (4.2)
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Where ia is the armature current and Cm the motor torque. By replacing in (4.2)

the motor torque with the stall torque and doing the same with the stall current

it si possible to compute kt as:

kt =
Cs

ia,s
(4.3)

After computing kt it is possible to estimate the armature resistance Ra using

the following equation:

Ra =
Vdc

Cs

kt (4.4)

Where Vdc is the supply voltage.

Once kt is computed it is also obtained the electromotive constant ke since it is

equal to the torque constant kt. It is important to note that the previous fact

is only valid for DC motors. It is also only true when using the International

Measurement System

Using the result of equation (4.3) and the previous fact, it is possible to compute

the back electromotive force E:

E = kew0 (4.5)

By using the results of (4.5) and (4.4) it is possible to compute the no load current

ia0

E = Vdc −Raia −→ ia0 =
Vdc − E

Ra

(4.6)

At last the results of (4.6) and (4.3) are needed to compute the friction coefficient

Fm

Fm =
ktia0
ω0

(4.7)

4.2 Control Simulations Results

In this section are discussed the results obtained by the Simulink model 4.1.

The output data analyzed in this section are four for each control strategy for an

elbow flexion of [0◦, 60◦] and an extension of [0◦,−60◦]:

• motor shaft position θ: It is the most important result, since it shows the

behavior of the motor shaft with respect to the position reference signal.
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• motor speed ω: The rotational speed of the shaft is a notable measure-

ment. It has to be a smooth enough curve to avoid jerking the patient’s

arm.

• motor voltage u: It represents the supply voltage of the motor. It is impor-

tant to have a smooth curve since that translates into a smooth functioning

cycle of the motor.

• reference error e: It shows how far the motor position is from the refer-

ence. This data coupled with θ give a clear image on how well the controllers

behave.

For every controller, other than the stability requirement, it was also needed to

have a settling time ts equal or less then 0.15s and a maximum overshoot Mp of

about 5%.

4.2.1 PID Simulations

The first control strategy taken in exam is the PID control. This controller takes

as input the reference error as explained in 3.

The control design consists in finding the values of Kp, Ki and Kd.

As mentioned previously the starting requirements, ts ≤ 0.15s and Mp ≤ 5%

are used in (3.5) and (3.6), the results of these equations are then used in (3.13)

obtaining the three characteristic gains.Kp,Ki andKd are then finely tuned using

a trial and error procedure, in particular the first controller response was too fast

causing oscillations. This problem was solved by lowering the three values. The

resulting controller has:

Table 4.1: PID gains

Kp = 11.778 Ki = 199.72 Kd = 0.17364
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This controller yields the following results:

Figure 4.5: Motor shaft position (θ) profile during elbow flexion\extension and

position reference using PID control

It is immediately seen by 4.5 how the control allows for almost perfect tracking of

the reference signals. To better appreciate the precision of this controller consider

the following image:

This image is a zoomed version of the previous one. It is clear how close the

behavior of the motor is almost equal to the reference. However still there is

a difference between the desired trajectory and the actual motor behaviour. To

analyze the differences in behaviours consider the following image:
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Figure 4.6: Motor shaft position curve using PID control zoomed

Image 4.7 represents the shaft reference error, which is also the controller

input. As expected the first part shows the largest values of the error, there are

also present some oscillations.This is to be expected since there is a slight delay

between the beginning of the reference signal and the action of the controller.

From the error curve it is possible to see that the controller behaves as expected,

having a very low peak error and reaching steady state very fast.

Another clear indicator of the correct functioning of the controller is that,after a

short transient, the error tends to be zero showing an accurate tracking. In figure

4.7 there are also noticeable two small bumps. These variations happen around

second 5 and second 37. By looking at 4.5 it is possible to see that these bumps

in error corresponds with the changing of rotation of the motor.
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Figure 4.7: Shaft position error during elbow flexion\extension using PID control

Figure 4.8: Shaft speed (ω) during elbow flexion\extension using PID control
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Figure 4.8 shows the speed curve of the motor. The speed shows again an-

other wanted trait of the control: smoothness. The curve is in fact pretty smooth

showing a gradual variation of the speed, which implies that the patient’s arm is

not being jerked. Also as expected the speed is null at the peak of the movements,

this reflect the pauses planned in the theta trajectory. Another important fact

is that the speed never reaches high values. This is an important note since it

shows how the movement happens slowly. The low velocity of the motor has the

objective of moving slowly the arm so to not cause pain or discomfort.

Another important set of data that can give useful information is the input volt-

age of the motor. This data is strictly connected to the shaft speed, so some of

the reasonings done on the speed curve can also be applied for the voltage curve.

This can be seen by 2.19

Figure 4.9: Motor voltage input curve during elbow flexion\extension using PID

control

Figure 4.9 shows the voltage curve feeding the motor.
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The motor is a twelve volts DC motor hence the maximum accepted value is 12V.

It is important to keep in mind that the motor is rated for such voltage, however

it is not safe to have it work at maximum value for prolonged periods of time.

This fact is clear when looking at 4.9, in fact the peak voltage is reached reached

after the first pause4.4. This is explained because changes in rotation direction

require the motor to slow down and then accelerate.

Note also that in the pauses the voltage is different from zero. This happens be-

cause of the resistant torque associated with the arm weight.

As for the speed curve the voltage one is also smooth ensuring gradual movement

of the motor shaft.

4.2.2 Eigenvalue Allocation Simulations

The second control design used for this application is the controller based on

eigenvalue allocation. As described in the respective section in chapter 3, this is

a state feedback controller. This control strategy requires the controller to have

the full state, defined as x(t) =
[
θ(t) ω(t)

]T
and the reference signal 2.3.

The reference signal used cannot be described by ordinary differential equations.

This fact is justified because it is the combination of three different fifth degree

polynomial curves with pauses at each end. Hence when choosing the appropriate

exo-system it is important to use the one the reflect the reference behaviour better.

For this reason this project exploits exo-system (3.43).

Consider now the system Σ = (A,B) defined as (3.34), when combined with the

previously mentioned exo-system a 5× 5 system is obtained.

The controller’s performances are strictly tied to the choice of eigenvalues, in

this case five eigenvalue need to be chosen. As for the PID control the same

requirements on overshoot and settling time are required.

For this control strategy the following eigenvalues are used:

• λ1 = −10000

• λ2 = −5.301

• λ3 = −0.3870 + 0.8392i
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• λ4 = −0.3870− 0.8392i

• λ5 = −0.7888

Note how all the eigenvalues have negative real part in order to ensure asymptotic

stability. Also the two complex eigenvalues appear as expected in a conjugate cou-

ple.

Once the eigenvalues are fixed using the Matlab function acker, which computes

the matrix K starting from the couple (A,B) and the selected eigenvalues. Con-

sider now the trajectory tracking capabilities of this controller:

Figure 4.10: Motor shaft position (θ) during elbow flexion\extension using eigen-

value allocation control

It is immediately apparent from image 4.10 that this controller has worse tracking

performances compared to the PID control.

It is in fact possible to note overshoot peaks near the changes of direction. This is

explained by the fact that changing the direction, especially after the first part,

tends to quickly change the resistant torque.
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However even considering the presence of overshoot the controller proves to be

able to track a complex signal. This is not trivial since this control uses a sinu-

soidal plus constant exo-system to tack a different type of reference signal. This is

another confirmation that the approximation done when choosing the exo-system

is accurate enough.

To better understand the entity of the overshoot consider the following image:

Figure 4.11: Shaft position error profile during elbow flexion\extension using

eigenvalue allocation control

It is easily noticeable how the shaft position error is contained inside the bound-

ary of 10%.

Yet this controller achieves a much worst tracking with respect to the PID. In

fact the error never stabilizes around zero. It is possible to notice that after the

first peak the error tends lower and then oscillate around zero. However these

oscillations are too impactful to be considered acceptable for the application.

This controller reaches steady state faster but with worse results on both over-

shoot and overall reference error. This is not a suitable compromise since, espe-

cially when working with a human arm, overshoot needs to be controlled as much

as possible.
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After studying the position behavior of this controller, observe now its speed

behavior.

Figure 4.12: Shaft speed (ω) curve during elbow flexion\extension using eigenvalue

allocation control

The speed curve 4.12 shows greater general oscillations caused by the presence

of overshoot and by the response of the controller to said overshoot. However

greater peak values will require higher peak voltage input.

This could represent another obstacle to this control strategy especially in the

context of long working cycles, since it is not optimal for the motor to work for

long times near maximum supply voltage value.

Reaching higher speed values could also cause another problem. In fact moving

the patient’s arm faster could cause discomfort since it would result in a jerking

motion.
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To better see this phenomenon consider the voltage curve shown in the fol-

lowing picture:

Figure 4.13: Motor voltage input profile during elbow flexion\extension using

eigenvalue allocation control

As expected the voltage curve shows some initial oscillations, these are expected

since they are also present in the speed curve.

Consider now image 4.9, as the peak values are higher,in both cases the input

voltage reaches near motor saturation value only during the changes of direction.

Image 4.13 also shows, as expected, how the voltage peaks are higher in corre-

spondence to the overshoot peaks. This is to be expected since an overshoot also

implies a rapid change of direction which impacts on the voltage absorption.
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4.2.3 LQR Simulations

The last control design tested on this project is the LQR. It is still a state feedback

control strategy, which uses the same state x(t) as the previous controller.

As it was done for the eigenvalue allocation case, a proper exo-system is chosen to

obtain the wanted results. Also for the LQR control the sinusoidal plus constant

exo-system is used to approximate the reference signal.

The resulting 5×5 system is exactly equal to the eigenvalue allocation case. This

is to be expected since this control strategy differs from the previous one only in

the way the feedback matrix K is computed.

The feedback matrix used by this controller is computed using the lqr Matlab

function. This routine requires as inputs the couple (A,B) and the matrices Q and

R. The last two matrices Q and R are computed using the Bryson’s rule (3.73)

as a starting point and then are fine-tuned using trial and error. The resulting

matrices are the following:

Q =



50000 0 0 0 0

0 1000 0 0 0

0 0 1000 0 0

0 0 0 100 0

0 0 0 0 10


R = 0.003 (4.8)

Note that the matrix Q is a 5×5 matrix. This is to be expected since the extended

system is of dimension 5, R is a scalar and this is due to the fact that B is a 5×1

matrix.

Q is a positive definite matrix since all its eigenvalues are positive, the same can

be said for R. This fact grants the existence of a solution for the LQR optimization

problem.

This control strategy has its foundation on solving the minimization of the cost

function (3.66). This means that, from a performance point of view, it is expected

to be better then the eigenvalue allocation design since it computes the optimal

feedback matrix K.
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In order to study the control performances start by analyzing its tracking

capabilities:

Figure 4.14: Motor shaft position (θ) during elbow flexion\extension using LQR

control

Image 4.14 shows a better tracking then 4.10, having also lower overshoot. This

is expected and it is in accordance with the reasoning done before.

However this control also shows a worse performance than the PID (see 4.5). This

could be motivated by the approximation done when selecting the exo-system.

This control strategy nonetheless reduces the overshoot peaks, which was one of

the most critical problem of the eigenvalue allocation control.

The requirements for both overshoot and settling time are still the same also for

this control. This is important to note because, when considering the eigenvalue

allocation control, they are not acceptable.

So to better evaluate the entity of the overshoot peaks, and to ensure it respects

all the requirements. It is useful to study the reference error curve for this con-

troller.
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Figure 4.15: Shaft position error profile during elbow flexion\extension using LQR

control

Image 4.15 clearly shows how this control strategy has a lower shaft reference

error. It is also clear how this controller respects the specific on the system over-

shoot.

The error curve in this case not only shows a much lower overshoot but it also

tends to be much closer to zero then 4.11. This directly translates in better track-

ing performances of the controller.

The next comparison is with the error curve of the PID 4.7. Also in this case the

PID shows to be superior having a much lower tracking error. This is still due to

the approximation done when choosing the exo-system. This phenomenon has to

be expected since eigenvalue allocation and LQR control are very similar.

After observing the tracking capabilities of this controller via the position and ref-

erence error curves, it is important to study its behaviour in terms of smoothness

of the movement. To do so consider the speed profile of the movement
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Figure 4.16: Motor shaft speed (ω) curve during elbow flexion\extension using

LQR control

Image 4.16 shows a smooth profile for the motor speed, resulting in a gradual

movement of the arm.

When comparing this result with the ones obtained previously 4.8 and 4.12 two

things are notable: Firstly the speed profile of the LQR control is generally lower

and more smooth with respect to the ones relative to the eigenvalue allocation

strategy. This is to be expected since the basis for the LQR control is very similar.

However the LQR offers an optimal solution and hence better results.

Secondly when confronted with the PID output data the results shown in 4.16

are pretty similar. However the PID shows to be more stable in the changes

of direction. In this area the LQR performs worst since during the changes of

direction is still present a slight overshoot. The presence of overshoot can be

attributed to the exo-system approximation.
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For what regards the motor input voltage this is its curve:

Figure 4.17: Motor voltage input profile during elbow flexion\extension using LQR

control

Image 4.17 shows exactly what was expected. In fact this graph shows a smooth

curve which never reaches saturation like 4.9 and 4.13.

Similar to the speed analysis the LQR shows better input voltage data. When

confronted with the other results it shows a smoother curve then 4.13. This still

was expected due to the results obtained during the speed analysis.

The smoothness of the voltage curve still confirms the fact that the shaft moves

in a gradual way. This grants the absence of jerking on the patient’s arm which

could result in pain or discomfort.

4.2.4 Results Comparison

Now that all the simulation results are clear it is possible to draw the first con-

clusions.
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Starting from the tracking capabilities the PID shows to be the best control. The

second best is the LQR followed by the eigenvalue allocation control.

This is the most important parameter since the presence of overshoot translates

into the motor moving more then intended. This could result in patient’s discom-

fort and if too high could represent a risk.

This fact is also reflected in the reference errors. Images 4.7, 4.11, 4.15 clearly

shows how the PID superiority in terms of tracking performances. In fact it has

a peak tracking error of about 1.3 degrees and it also stabilizes around zero the

fastest and nearest.

The second fact to keep in mind is the presence of the speed oscillations. In this

area the PID control has the strongest and longest fluctuations. Yet the effects

of these oscillations are very limited and almost none when considering the shaft

behaviour.

However if needed the LQR control has much lower oscillation but at the cost of

having a much higher overshoot.

Another non-negligible argument regarding the controller choice is its complexity.

This fact is very important especially when the controller need to be applied to

the real robot. Also in this field the PID shows to be the superior one, being much

less complex then both the eigenvalue allocation and the LQR.

Another important fact is that the PID control resulted to be the most robust to

changes in the reference signal, making it the most adaptable controller. In fact

all the controllers have better performances when increasing the duration of the

functioning cycle. Yet the state feedback controllers present worst results when

using a faster reference signal. This does not happen with the same extent when

using the PID.

All the simulations done via Simulink exploiting an accurate model of the motor.

This means that the results obtained during simulations will be similar to the

behaviour of the real system. Starting from this fact the PID seems to be the

best choice for the application.

This is motivated by its tracking capabilities and overall satisfactory perfor-

mances. Also due to its complexity the PID is the best choice for this application.
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Another set of data analyzed during simulations is the error on the elbow

flexion angle trajectory.

Figure 4.18: Elbow flexion angle error during flexion\extension movement with

PID control

Figure 4.19: Elbow flexion angle error during flexion\extension movement with

eigenvalue allocation control
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Figure 4.20: Elbow flexion angle error during flexion\extension movement with

LQR control

From the previous figures (??,4.19, 4.20) it is possible to note that even when

considering the error on the flexion angle the PID has the best tracking. This is

to be expected since the PID shows to have the best performances in all the data

gathered.

The comparison of these three figures shows two important facts: first of all it

shows how the overshoot peaks presents in 4.10 and 4.14 translate into small

errors in the elbow movement. This is the most important fact since ensures that

patients arm is moved correctly.

The second fact is another confirmation that, when moving into the real motor

test, the PID shows to be the best controller having the lowest tracking error also

in the elbow trajectory.
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Before tacking the real motor tests there is another data that needs to be

checked from the simulations: the cable length.

Figure 4.21: Cable length (l) during elbow flexion\extension with PID control

Figure 4.22: Cable length (l) during elbow flexion\extension with eigenvalue allo-

cation control
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Figure 4.23: Cable length (l) during elbow flexion\extension with LQR control

From Images 4.21, 4.22, 4.23 it is possible to observe how the length of the cable

varies during movement.

The curve described by these three plots is similar to both the motor shaft tra-

jectory 2.3 and the flexion angle trajectory 4.4.

This fact is due because during the movement the cable is initially wound up on

the pulley, explaining the shortening of the length. Then the cable gets unwound

to allow the full extension of the arm, hence the increase of this parameter.

During the pauses the cable does not vary in length hence why the constant seg-

ments during the movement.

It can also be noted that the cable length final value is the same as its initial one.

This is another confirmation of the correct functioning cycle of the device.
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4.3 Experimental Results

The results achieved during testing require a brief preamble. When using the ex-

perimental setup Matlab is only used for the data acquisition.

Matlab results to be extremely complex to used when applied to the Dynamixel

motors. This means that the control algorithm needs to be developed on the Ar-

duino IDE, as a consequence the most complex controller cannot be implemented.

This however does not constitute a problem since, as it was said before, the PID

yields the best results. Another problem arisen when used the Arduino IDE is

the computation of the reference signal. To solve this as a reference it is used a

trapezoidal speed law. This can be done using a particular setting of the motor

accessible via the Dynamixel library for Arduino. This library offers various func-

tion to setup the motor functions.

The first setup option used is the so called time based drive mode. The motor

has two parameters called: profile acceleration and profile velocity. When

in time based mode the first option allows to choose the duration of the accel-

eration phase, while the second determines the duration of the movement. By

tuning these two parameter, coupled with the amplitude values obtained in the

simulations, is possible to obtain a polynomial curve very similar to the one used

during the simulations.

In terms of control the motors come with an internal PID structure, which values

can be set by the user, for the trials they are set equal to the one obtained using

the simulations.

Since the reference signal is different from the simulations the plot of the error

is less significant. However there still is the need for a way to evaluate the plant

behaviour. The methods used for evaluation of tacking capabilities are purely

qualitative. They are based on three main factors: the motors do not have to

present sudden changes in direction, this ensures that the motors do not perform

jerking motions.

The peak values of θ needs to be the same reached in the simulations, this assures

that each motor turns the correct amount of times.

The movement must have a long enough duration, this ensures that the move-
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ment respects the decided duration and that it is smooth enough.

After the shaft position, as it was done for the simulations, the next analyzed

measurements are the shaft speed ω and the input voltage. Observe now the

shaft behaviour during one full operation cycle:

Figure 4.24: Motor shaft position (θ) profile during elbow flexion\extension with

reference signal

As it expected the reference signal and the actual behaviour of the motor shaft

are pretty different. This is due to the difference in calculation for the reference

signal.

Figure 4.24 however shows how the motor still follows a polynomial behaviour.

Not only this but also it reaches the same peaks without overshoot, also it starts

and finishes at zero as wanted.

Another important feature to note is the duration, in fact the full cycle takes one

minute to complete. This is wanted since it grants smoothness of the movements.

Figure 4.24 also shows that the motor does not perform any jerking or oscillation.
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This fact coupled with the smoothness and the absence of overshoot should avoid

any pain or discomfort of the patient during the movements.

Lastly the fact that the final point corresponds with the initial one allows for

multiple subsequent working cycle. This feature not only was wanted but is also

fundamental when considering the physiotherapy application of the machine.

Figure 4.25: Motor shaft velocity (ω)profile during elbow flexion\extension

Figure 4.25 represents the speed behaviour of the motor. The speed follows a

trapezoidal behaviour, this was expected due to how the reference was imple-

mented via the Arduino IDE.

Compared to the results of simulations 4.8, the data obtained are much different.

It is important however to notice that there are no oscillation at the start of the

movement differently to what was observed during simulations.

This is due to due to the different implementation of the reference signal which

exploits proprietary setup options of the motors.

Moreover form the speed graph it is possible to deduce two important points:
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firstly the velocity never reaches very high values. This not only was wanted dur-

ing the design process but also grants a gradual movement of the patient.

Secondly the speed profile is smooth enough in the changes of direction to avoid

jerking in terms preventing pain or discomfort during use.

Figure 4.26: Motor input voltage curve during elbow flexion\extension

Image 4.26 displays the input voltage of the motor. Differently from the simula-

tions results (4.9) the values obtained a lower. This is still due to the difference

in implementation from the simulations.

However having a lower input voltage not only ensures that the motors run dis-

tant from the maximum value but also a lower impact on the battery allowing

for longer working cycles.

Since the robot works with two motors always coupled it is important to check

for the synchronization of them.

As it was done previously even when checking for the correct synchronization in

position, velocity and input voltage.
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Position and speed represent the most important data since even a slight desyn-

chronization could result in a wrong movement pattern or could cause pain for

the patient.

Figure 4.27: Shaft position (θ) profile of both motors during elbow

flexion\extension

Figure 4.27 represent the movement profile of both motors. It is clear that both

are synchronized during the whole length of the cycle.

Figure 4.28: Zoomed shaft position of both motors during elbow flexion\extension
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Image 4.28 represents a zoomed version of image 4.27. From 4.28 it is possible

to note that there is a slight delay on the motors movement. However it is so

small to be considered negligible during the working cycle.

Figure 4.29: Shaft speed (ω) profile for both motors during elbow flexion\extension

Figure 4.29 shows the velocity profile for the motors during movement.

This image also show that even in terms of speed the motors are synchronized as

wanted, not only in terms of time but also in terms of value the speed profile are

basically overlapped.

The last value to analyze is the input voltage. After the consideration done on

4.27 and on 4.29 it is reasonable to assume that very similar reasoning could

apply even for this case.
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Figure 4.30: Input voltage behaviour for both motors during elbow

flexion\extension

Image 4.30 shows the input voltage of the motors, the voltage curve are also

almost overlapped. This not only is wanted but also expected due to all the results

obtained previously.

Image 4.30 is the last confirmation that both motors work correctly both in terms

of tracking capabilities and synchronization.



Conclusions

This thesis work started with the idea of developing a robot for arm rehabilitation

purpose.

The first point to tackle was the design of the prototype. It was decided that best

design choices were: using two motors and cables to move the arm.

The choices in the design were dictated by one main guiding principle: portability.

This meant that the robot must be light and flexible hence why the choice of two

motors and cables instead of an exoskeleton.

The next step was the choice of motors that needed to be light and strong enough

to move the arm, these problems was solved using the Dynamixel XL430-w250-t.

To control the motor an Arduino mega was used with the Dynamixel shield to

interface it with the motors.

After the hardware choice it was necessary to design the movement profile of the

motor. It was decided to use a fifth grade polynomial curve due to its adaptability

and smoothness.

To control the motor it was decided to implement three different algorithm: PID,

eigenvalue allocation and LQR. The first one is only based on the reference error

and is also the least complex, the last two exploit the state space description of

the system.

All three controllers were then modelled via Matlab and Simulink. Then a se-

ries of simulations was performed to better understand the performances of the

controllers in term of tracking capabilities, reference error, velocity and input

voltage.

For all the controller’s simulations the aim was to replicate an elbow flexion of

[−60◦, 60◦].
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When performing the tests the PID showed the best tacking results having a

flexion angle peak error of about 0.5 ∗ 10−3 degrees. The eigenvalue allocation

strategy showed the worst tracking results having a flexion angle peak error of

about 1.5 degrees. The LQR control showed better results then the eigenvalue

allocation strategy, having a flexion angle peak error of about 0.5 degrees. Yet

the PID showed to be the best option since, for safety reasons, the movemnet

needs to be very tightly controlled.

After the simulations the PID resulted to be the best performing controller. This

coupled with the easy implementation characteristic of the PID control were the

driving factors of the final controller choice.

After the simulations a series of tests on the motor were performed to check that

the control satisfied all the requirements in terms of tacking capabilities, time

and smoothness.

The results of the empirical trials were satisfactory and encouraging in further

developing of this machine. Possible further experimentation may involve new

material or mew mechanical configurations. In terms of control new algorithm

exploiting artificial intelligence and different sensors. Also a more advance hu-

man machine interface could grant a more personalized experience for the final

user.







Appendix A

Glossary

A.1 Glossary

• ABDUCTION - abduzione

Movement responsible of straightening the arm.

• ADDUCTION - adduzione

Movement responsible of flexing the arm at the elbow.

A.2 Mathematical Definitions

• Reachability problem: Which is defined in the following way: what is the

set of states which can bring the system starting from the origin (a.k.a.

x(0) = 0) to a final state x(t) = x.

• controllability problem. It is defined as: what is the set of states which

can bring the system, starting from an initial state (different from 0) to a

final state x(t) = 0.

• matrix invariant A vector-subspace is said to be F-invariant if said x ∈ X
then also Fx ∈ X .
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A.3 Keywords

Inglese Italiano

elbow rehabilitation riabilitazione del gomito

wire-driven robot robot a cavi

position control controllo in posizione

robot-aided rehabilitation riabilitazione assistita da robot

feedback control controllo in retroazione

state-space control controllo in spazio di stato
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